
n The Air Fury R1 is unique to
 Lovair in that it can be recessed 
 into the wall. 
n  It features a low energy, high 
 speed motor, and a rapid drying 
 time of around 15 seconds. 
n With a combination of these 
 factors the R1 is typically 95% 
 cheaper to run than paper 
 towels and 70% cheaper to run 
 than conventional hand dryers.
n Finally, the R1 has a modern, 
 stylish aesthetic which blends 
 into any washroom design. 

Product Focus
The Air Fury  
Recessed Hand Dryer
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Case History: One New Change

To see all Lovair products - please view the website: www.lovair.co.uk
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Unique to Lovair:  
Hi-Speed, 
Recessed 

Hand Dryers



One New Change, with three floors of retail 
and four floors of offices is a large, iconic, 
central London development. 
It occupies an entire city block; the 
Cheapside elevation is more than one 
hundred metres long. 
Lovair worked with the delivery architect, 
Sidell gibson, supplying the Recessed 
Air Fury R1 Hand Dryer to washrooms across 
the scheme. 
The washrooms were designed to be both 
stylish and durable, as some areas are open 
to public use. 
The finished project looks impressive and we 
expect the hand dryers to perform for many 
years to come.
 

Case History - Washroom

One New
Change

To see all Lovair products - view the website; www.lovair.co.uk

 Project Team

Concept Architect   Ateliers Jean Nouvel

Delivery Architect   Sidell gibson

Construction Manager  Bovis Lend Lease

Toilet Fit Out Contractor Swift Horsman

n The clean lines and elegant form 
sit effortlessly within this stunningly 
elegant washroom interior. 


